
Job Description Form 

Position Title: _____________________________________________   Submission Date:______________ 

Work Location: ___________________________ Clearance Requirements: _________________________ 

Employment Type: ________________________ Travel Required: ________________________________ 

Job Description (Required Information: job duties, required skills, & required education) 


	Submission Date: 02/11/2021
	Clearance Requirements: Secret
	Travel Required: No
	Position Title: Records Auditor I
	Work Location: Washington, DC
	Employment Type: Full-time
	Job Description: SUMMARY:This position assists with the development and implementation of defense trade policy initiatives; coordinating and resolving policy issues raised in the export licensing process  POSITION DUTIES:Provides document capture services; Performs document analysis; Performs records retrieval and retirement; Analyzes and tracks various types of export/import requests and other incoming correspondence, including but not limited to: General Correspondence, Advisory Opinions, Brokering Agreements, Classified defense article licenses, Compliance and registration cases; Consults with DDTC senior staff to resolve data entry and data analysis issues; Implements data entry standard operating procedures to ensure that licensing requests conform to systematized standards; Data enters incoming “paper” licensing requests and other correspondence into case tracking systems; Interprets licensing requests to systematically record multiple data points; Catalogue licenses to assess appropriate United States Munitions List assignments; Quantifies commodities proposed for export; Identifies commodity descriptions; Formulates monetary values of munitions exports and imports; Examines case documentation to determine accuracy of presented data; Scans documents for case attachment in data tracking system; Ensures data integrity of document titles, record types, file names and classifications, and case descriptions when attaching scanned documents; Reviews multi-faceted re-export requests in order to extract data related to U.S. and foreign entity applicant, consignee, and end-users; Identifies specific roles of transactional parties; Provides storage management of data transfer devices; Stores U.S. Government point of contact data; Generates data-cessation mechanism to prevent unauthorized release of case by licensing officer; Prepares hard copy case-tracking documentation; Reviews and audits paper agreements and other authorization files to prepare for scanning and archiving; Organizes in reverse chronological order; labels each document with proper naming convention/mechanism for scanning in accordance with DDTC guidelines; Disposes of any duplicate documents in burn bags; May be required to travel within CONUS and/or OCONUS; Performs other administrative and or escort duties as assigned.NECESSARY SKILLS & KNOWLEDGE:Strong interpersonal skills. Must possess strong written and verbal communication skills. Strong organization and planning skills. MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS:Must must have a minimum Secret security clearance.Working knowledge of DDTC’s internal software applications and basic knowledge of International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR); Must have working knowledge of Microsoft Office Suite programs including Word, PowerPoint, Excel and Access; Must be able to operate all office equipment including but not limited to: telephones, copy machines, fax machines, scanners, printers, and computers.


